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Verification on relaxed slices

Cut Branches Before Looking 
for Bugs: Sound Verification 
on Relaxed Slices
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Context: slicing Motivations

Example

Some test cases

Results

Theorem 1
The projection of the trajectory of p is a prefix of the 
projection of the trajectory of q. If the execution of p 
terminates normally, the projections are equal.

Theorem 2 [No errors in the slice]
If there are no runtime errors in q, then there are none in 
p, in the statements preserved in q.

Theorem 3 [An error in the slice]
If there is a runtime error in q, then either the same error 
occurs in p, or another error or an infinite loop provoked by 
a statement not preserved in q masks it.

Conclusion Future work

In the Coq proof assistant:
- Simple WHILE language (skip, assignment, if,
 while (loops), assert (errors))
- Trajectory-based semantics

- Three kinds of dependence relations: control, data,
  assert
- Relaxed slice with respect to a set of labels

- Projections to compare trajectories of the program
  with those of its slice

An error found in a slice can be either:
  - also found in the original program              (e.g.      )
  - or masked by a non-preserved statement, provoking:
    - another error                                             (e.g.      )
    - or an infinite loop                                      (e.g.      )

Formalization

q
18

 and q
20

 are slices of p w.r.t. lines 18 and 20

Soundness property of relaxed slicing

Static backward slicing (introduced by Weiser in 1981)
  - simplifies a given program p w.r.t. a point of interest C
    (slicing criterion, typically a statement)
  - removes irrelevant statements that do not impact C
  - is based on control and data dependencies
  - produces a simplified program q (slice)

- Software verification is easier on simpler programs
- Slicing requires solid theoretical foundation in the presence
  of potential runtime errors and non-termination
- Two questions:
    - if an error is found in q, is it also present in p ?
    - if there are no errors in q, what can be said about p ?

- Relaxed slicing: soundness, yet slices of reasonable size
- A formal link about the presence or the absence of
  errors in the program and its slices
- Formalization in Coq (10,000 LOC, 8 person-months)
- Certified slicer in Ocaml extracted from Coq

- Consider a wider class of errors
- Extend the langage
- Measure the benefits of relaxed slicing
- Measure the benefits of relaxed slicing for verification

http://perso.ecp.fr/~lechenetjc/slicing/
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